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Introduction:

In the second quarter of 2015, we conducted a survey about false positive management on BSA (Bank Secrecy Act) or
transaction monitoring, OFAC (Office of Foreign Asset Control) or sanctions filtering, and FinCEN 314(a) request
systems. We wanted to know what types of institutions conduct false positive management; if so, on what systems;
what their match rate is for each program; how many names/transactions they’re processing; how many cases are
generated; how many are reported; and how many case analysts review all of it.

For the summary of our False Positive Management Survey, click here. This report compares two types of businesses
(Retail and Commercial) who responded to our False Positive Management survey to demonstrate the differences.
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Demographics:

OFAC:
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The majority of the institutions that responded to our
survey, and say closely align with a retail bank also
represent a community bank. The majority of our
respondents are primarily compliance officers. We found
that most of our respondents conduct false positive
management on all three system types: OFAC, BSA, and
314(a); however, more of them conduct false positive
management on an OFAC system than a 314(a) system. Up
to 27% do not conduct false positive management on any
of these systems. Overall, they’re also utilizing similar
staff requirements to process cases for both OFAC and
314(a) at 1-2 case analysts, and 3-5 case analysts for BSA.
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Retail Bank Details cont.:

OFAC Summary:

When it comes to OFAC, the majority of our
respondents filter up to 1,000 transactions per
month, with a less than 1% RTP (real-time
transaction processing) match rate, a less than
0.10% CIF (customer information filtering) match
rate, and less than 100 customers and related
parties are processed a month. The majority of
our respondents also reported that they process
between 100 and 1,000 customers and related
parties when the OFAC sanctions list is updated
per month; and less than 100 OFAC cases are
generated with less than 5 positives reported
monthly. That’s a less than 0.04% false positive
rate for OFAC.
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When it comes to BSA, the majority of our respondents said that they are monitoring up to 1,000 transactions
per month; less than a 0.10% match rate; up to 1,000 matches and less than 5 are reported positives per month.
This gives us a less than 0.005% false positive rate for BSA.

BSA:
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BSA:

As for 314(a), the majority of our respondents are updating up to 100,000 records each month; have a less than
0.10% match rate; are generating one case a month and are reporting up to at least one positive per month.
This gives us up to a 100% false positive rate.
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Commercial Bank Details:

Demographics:

OFAC:

The demographics of our commercial bank respondents
primarily represent a community bank, with the next
largest group being a national bank. The majority are
compliance officers. They conduct false positive
management on all three programs (OFAC, BSA, and
314(a)) but the majority prioritize their BSA program,
followed by OFAC and then 314(a). Finally, among the
three systems, they’re utitlizing similar resource levels
of 1-2 case analysts, but BSA equally utilizes up to 5
case analysts.
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OFAC Summary:

The majority of our commercial bank respondents are
filtering up to 1,000 transactions per month; report less
than a 1% RTP (real-time transaction filtering) and less
than a 0.10% CIF (customer information filtering) match
rate. They’re adding between 51-100 new customers
and related parties each month; and they’re filtering
between 1,000 and 100,000 customers and related
parties when the OFAC list is updated. The largest
group of respondents are generating less than 100 cases
each month, and report 1-2 positives a month, which
gives them a 0.01-0.02% false positive rate.
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BSA:

For BSA, the majority of our respondents are monitoring between 1,000 and 10,000 transactions per month, and less
than a 0.10% match rate; they’re generating less than a 100 cases and reporting 1-5 positives per month.
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314(a):

When it comes to 314(a), the majority are filtering 1,000 to 10,000 records per month with a less than 0.10% match
rate. They’re generating only one case and 1-25 positives are reported monthly. That gives us up to 100% false
positive rate.
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Conclusion:
Overall, the greatest number of our respondents conduct false positive management on an OFAC program/system,
followed by a BSA program/system and then a 314(a) program/system (86%, 81%, and 68% respectively, see figure
25), which we were happy to see. The program we see the least false positive management is 314(a) at 32% (see
figure 25).

According to figure 26, you’ll see that the number of OFAC transactions are primarily within the 101-10,000 range,
and BSA ranges from 1-10,000, while the number of records for 314(a) is a much larger range of 10,000 to 500,000.

Overall, the largest percentage of alerts/cases are generated within an institution's BSA program/system, followed
by OFAC and then 314(a) (see figure 27). As expected, our respondents are reporting the most positives based on
the alerts/cases of their BSA program/system (see figure 28). Despite the fact that OFAC is the number one
program/system that our respondents conduct false management on, BSA dominates the number of alerts/cases
generated, positives reported and understandably utilizes the largest group of full-time case analysts (see figure
29). We’re surprised with the number of case analysts utilized on each program, typically less than 5; compared to
the workload of alerts/cases generated monthly, which can be up to 25,000.
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Conclusion cont.:

Here are the most notable differences we’ve found of our respondents comparing business types.

○ Of our respondents, more retail banks manage their false positives for OFAC and/or 314(a) systems than
commercial banks. Meanwhile, their answers were nearly identical for their BSA program.

○ While the variance in answers was just as broad, both retail and commercial banks are filtering between
100 and 1,000 OFAC transactions each month.

○ Overall, both retail and commercial banks responded similarly to their percentages of matches for both RTF
(real-time transaction filtering) and CIF (customer information filtering); however, commercial banks saw a
greater variance of answers when it comes to their RTF match rates, including over 50% and as high as less
than 10% for CIF.

○ Of our respondents, the largest group for both retail and commercial banks said they process 51-100 new
customers and related parties each month for OFAC; however, a large group of retail banks also include
processing 101-500 new customers each month.

○ For OFAC, the largest group of respondents for either retail or commercial banks was the same at filtering
between 100 and 1,000 customers each month.

○ Both retail and commercial banks report generating similar spreads for the number of OFAC alerts/cases
each month. The same thing is true for the number of OFAC positives reported, except that some retail
banks also report 6-10 per month.

○ Of our respondents, retail banks more commonly monitor 101-1,000 BSA transactions a month, while com-
mercial banks monitor 1,001-10,000 transactions a month.

○ For both retail and commercial banks the majority report they’re BSA transactions match rate is less 0.10%;
however, commercial banks match up to 10%.

○ Retail banks report more BSA alerts/cases are generated monthly than commercial banks, yet commercial
banks have more full-time case analysts than retail banks.

○ Both retail and commercial banks report 1-5 BSA positives a month.

○ When it comes to the number of records that are updated each time the FinCEN 314(a) list is updated, re-
tail banks update 10,000 to 100,000 while commercial banks update 1,000 to 10,000.

○ For FinCEN 314(a), retail and commercial banks report that the majority have a less than 0.10% match rate,
one alert/case per month and 1-25 positive matches.

We provide this value-add service to the compliance community to better the anti-money laundering community as
a whole. Thank you to everyone who participated. We hope you will participate in future surveys as well.
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